
On-Q
20-inch Plastic Enclosure with Trim Ring and Hinged Door
Part No. ENP2050NA

Ideal for a home with a smaller foot print the 20-inch plastic
enclosure is constructed with a robust, wireless transparent ABS
plastic material that is light weight, low-profile, Wi-Fi transparent,
and designed to integrate wireless devices into a traditional
structured wiring installation. The enclosure mounts easily for both
surface and recessed applications, and the hinged door is equipped
with extra venting along the vertical plane for superior heat
dissipation. Enjoy easy and professional looking cable management
for all your needs from voice and video to data as well as such as
your router, Apple TV, Roku and more.

Features & BenefitsFeatures & Benefits

Made with ABS plastic, the enclosure is designed to integrate
wireless devices without interference

Cover adds 1.2'' of depth for cable headroom and 3rd party
device compatibility.

Universal mounting grid maximizes compatibility with 3rd
party products without additional brackets.

Extra venting along the vertical plane of the door allows for
superior heat dissipation.

Staggered mounting tabs allow multiple enclosures to mount
in adjacent stud bays.

Cover is reversible with metal hinge that can attach to left or
right side of enclosure.

Lockable with provided screws Tapered design allows enclosures and covers to stack for
efficient transportation and warehousing

Hinged door covers drywall hole for clean finish UL listed.

SpecificationsSpecifications

General InfoGeneral Info

Product  LineProduct  Line On-Q ColorColor White

UPC NumberUPC Number 804428433859 Country Of OriginCountry Of Origin United States

Package Quant ityPackage Quant ity 1 TypeType Enclosure

DimensionsDimensions

Product  Width USProduct  Width US 17.48 in Product  Depth USProduct  Depth US 4.17 in

Product  Height  USProduct  Height  US 20.8 in

Technical InformationTechnical Information
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Enclosure TypeEnclosure Type Traditional
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